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[57] Abstract

A radio frequency identification tag (14) which includes a radio frequency identification tag circuit

chip (12); the radio frequency identification tag circuit chip is coupled to an antenna (10) including a

conductive pattern (22) printed on a substrate (16). The said substrate may be forming a portion of an

article, a package, a package container, an envelope, a certificate, a freight bill, a label and/or an

identification badge. The said conductive pattern includes a first coupling area (28) and a second coupling

area (30) being designed on or coupled to the radio frequency identification tag circuit chip. The first

coupling area and the second coupling area are precisely positioned (located) and separated from one

another through a slit (gap) (3 1
) formed on the substrate.

(A cross sectional view of this invention, similar to Figure 9, is shown to the right of the abstract)
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Patent Claims

1 . A radio frequency identification tag, which is including:

A radio frequency identification tag circuit chip, secured to an antenna, the said antenna is including

a first antenna element and a second antenna element forming on the surface of the substrate; the first

antenna element and the second antenna element are separated from one another through a slit formed on

the substrate.

2. A radio frequency identification tag as in Claim 1, in which the first antenna element is including a

first coupling region (area), while the second antenna element is including a second coupling region (area);

and the said slit is separating the first coupling region from the second coupling region.

3. A radio frequency identification tag as in Claim 2, in which the first coupling region and the second

coupling region are designed to couple with the radio frequency identification tag circuit chip.

4. A radio frequency identification tag as in Claim 1, in which the slit is formed relative to a reference

on the substrate.

5. A radio frequency identification tag as in Claim 1, in which the said antenna is a conductive pattern

printed on the surface of a substrate.

6. A radio frequency identification tag as in Claim 1, in which a conductive adhesive is used to couple

the radio frequency- identification tag circuit chip to the said antenna.

7. An antenna for a radio frequency identification tag, which is including:

A conductive pattern that is printed on the surface of a substrate, and a slit that is formed on the

substrate, separating the conductive pattern into a first antenna element and a second antenna element.

8. An antenna as in Claim 7, in which the first antenna element is including a first coupling region,

and the second antenna element is including a second coupling region; the first coupling region and the

second coupling region are defined by the slit.

9. An antenna as in Claim 7, in which the antenna is forming a portion of an article, a package, a

package container, an envelope, a certificate, a freight bill, a label and an identification badge.

10. A radio frequency identification tag as in Claim 7, in which the slit is formed relative to a

reference on the substrate.



1 1. A method for preparing a radio frequency identification tag, the said method is consisting of the

following steps:

Providing a substrate with a surface;

printing a conductive pattern on the said surface;

forming a slit on the said substrate relative a reference on the substrate; the said slit is separating

the conductive pattern into a first antenna element and a second antenna element; and

connecting a radio frequency identification circuit chip to the first antenna element and the second

antenna element.

12. A method as in Claim 11, in which the steps for printing the conductive elements are including

printing a first antenna element and a second antenna element which are connected to a first coupling

region and a second coupling region, respectively; and a step for forming a slit, including forming the slit

mat is separating the first coupling region and the second coupling region.



Descriptions

A Radio Frequency Identification Tag with Printed Antenna and Method

This application is submitted on June 9, 1998, by Noel H. Eberhardt, et al, "A Radio Frequency

Identification Tag with Product Integrated Antenna", application serial No. ,
representative

(attorney) recording No. FND 10149, as a partial continuing application of commonly assigned US patent

applications, the earlier applications are cited here as references, the disclosed contents may be similarly

described here in the same words and have similar effects.

This application is related to the following earlier commonly assigned US patent applications. Ted

Geiszler, et al, submitted on October 11, 1995, application serial No. 08/540831, "Remotely powered

electronic tag and associated exciter (driver)/reader and related method", representative recording No.

IND00701; Victor Allen Vega, et al, submitted on February 27, 1998, application serial No. 09/031848,

"Radio frequency identification tag system using ground coupling connection design", representative

recording No. rNDl6l53; Victor Allen Vega, et al, submitted on March 12, 1998, application serial No.

09/041480, "Radio frequency identification tag design for magnetically stored tag state information",

representative recording No. FND10153; and Victor Allen Vega, et al, submitted on March 20, 1998,

application serial No. 09/045357, "Radio frequency identification tag with programmable circuit state",

representative recording No. IND10174; these earlier applications are cited here as reference, the disclosed

contents may be similarly described here in the same words and have similar effects.

The invention is generally relating to the field of radio frequency identification tag, including but not

limited to radio frequency identification tag with printed antenna.

Radio frequency identification tag and radio frequency identification tag system are known; they have

many applications. For example, radio frequency identification tags are often used for personnel

identification for guarding an automated gate, to protect the security and safety of a building or an area.

Radio frequency identification tag system is used to identify a person whose information is stored in a

radio frequency identification tag and is seeking to gain access to a building. Radio frequency

identification tag system, use radio frequency (RF) data transmission technology, conveniently provides in

a close proximity, to read information from a radio frequency identification tag. Usually, the user simply

hand held or place the radio frequency identification tag near a base station, the base station send

excitation signal to the supply circuit of the radio frequency identification tag in the radio frequency

identification tag. In response to the excitation signal, the said circuit is sending the stored information

from the radio frequency identification tag to the base station; the base station then receives and decodes

the said information. Usually, radio frequency identification tag can retain and transmit abundant

operational information - sufficient information to uniquely identity a person, a package, or inventory, etc.



Typical technology used for supplying power and reading a radio frequency identification tag is

inductive coupling, or a combination of inductive power coupling and capacitive data coupling.

Inductive coupling is using a coil element in the radio frequency identification tag. The said coil element

is excited by an excitation (driver) signal from the base station, providing power to the radio frequency

identification tag. The coil in a radio frequency identification tag, or a second coil, may be used to

transmit and receive stored information between the radio frequency identification tag and the base station.

The radio frequency identification tag is relying on inductive coupling, and the radio frequency

identification tag is directional sensitive against the base station; the electric field created by the excited

signal must intersect the coil element essentially at a right angle for effective coupling. The reading

range of inductive coupling device, in general, is in the order of millimeters. For certain applications,

such as electronic pet animal identification, baggage tracking, parcel tracking, and inventory management

application, a longer reading distance is needed.

Another technology, used for radio frequency identification tag power supply and reading, is electro

static coupling; for example, those disclosed in the references cited above and used for radio frequency

identification systems and radio frequency identification tags. These systems beneficially provide visible

increases in reading/writing distances for those applications using current technology. Another

advantage from the disclosed systems and tags is that the user does not require to place the radio

frequency identification tag near the base station or in the direction of the base station. Therefore, it is

possible to incorporate the antenna of the base station with, for example, a system in a door, lobby, parcel

transporting equipment, or an article sorting system, to supply power to or reading information from the

tag at a greater distance.

In order to couple inductive or electrostatic signals between the base station and the radio frequency

identification tag, the tag must include an antenna, with at least one, but usually two antenna elements.

Usually, the tag circuit chip and antenna are electrically connected and attached to a tag substrate. The

tag dimension which is determined by the tag substrate dimension is usually maintained very small.

Therefore, the size of antenna of antenna is usually being limited. However, a smaller antenna is

adversely affecting the reading range. The antenna also must be formed in the same plane with the tag

substrate, which latently making the tag directional sensitive. Because it is not desirable, nor practical,

to make the radio frequency identification tag much bigger, the effective antenna size remains being

restricted. The usual planar tag design is also limiting the antenna to be in a planar, directionally

sensitive configuration.

According to a preferred application example in an above mentioned US patent entitled "Radio

frequency identification tag with an article integrated antenna", it is proposing that the antenna is being

integrated with an article. For example, in a preferred application example, the antenna is being printed

on a card or a packaging paper with a conductive ink; then the radio frequency identification tag chip is

secured on the article and is connected to the antenna. In addition, it is proposing to provide a radio

frequency identification tag chip assembly. The said chip assembly is providing to bond the radio

frequency identification tag circuit chip to a substrate with conductive pattern. As is being disclosed, a



preferred conductive pattern is being formed on a paper substrate through printing with a conductive ink;

then the said chip assembly is secured to the article and connected to the said antenna through the

conductive pattern.

As is understood, the alignment of the circuit chip with the antenna printed on an article or with the

conductive pattern printed on the substrate is very important for proper functioning of the said circuit chip.

More specifically, the circuit chip must be positioned within approximately + 0.125 mm, in order to

properly matching the conductive soldering pads with the said antenna and/or the conductive pattern.

However, the usual technology for printing antenna and/or conductive pattern on a paper or paper like

material has an edge tolerance in the order of + 1.5 mm. The size of the edge tolerance is larger than a

typical circuit chip. The factors for producing imprecise edge tolerance include edge bleeding of the

printed pattern and change of printed pattern relative to the substrate location.

Therefore, an improved radio frequency identification tag is needed.

The preferred demonstrative application examples of this invention are explained in the attached

figures. Similar reference numbers are representing similar components in the figures.

Figure 1 is an exploded assembly view of a preferred example of a radio frequency identification tag

of this invention.

Figure 2 is a cross sectional view along the 2-2 line of Figure 1

.

Figure 3 is a planar view of an antenna and/or conductive pattern printed on a substrate.

Figure 4 is an enlarged planar view of the antenna portion in Circle A of Figure 3.

Figure 5 is a planar view of an antenna and/or a conductive pattern formed according to the preferred

application example of this invention.

Figure 6 is a cross sectional view along the 6-6 line of Figure 5, further describing the antenna device

according to a preferred example of this invention..

Figure 7 is a cross sectional view similar to Figure 6, describing the antenna device according to

another preferred example of this invention.

Figure 8 is a cross sectional view similar to Figure 6, describing the antenna device according to

another preferred example of this invention.

Figure 9 is a cross sectional view similar to Figure 2, describing the antenna device according to

another preferred example of this invention.

Figure 10 is a cross sectional view similar to Figure 6, describing the antenna device according to

another preferred example of this invention.

Figure 1 1 is a cross sectional view similar to Figure 2, describing the antenna device according to yet

another preferred example of this invention.

According to the preferred examples of this invention, the radio frequency identification tags use

printed antenna formed on a substrate. The said substrate may form a portion of an article, a package, a

package container, a certificate, a freight bill, a label and/or an identification badge. In the preferred

application example of this invention, printing is use to deposit ink, forming conductive pattern on a



substrate; coupling area is formed in the printed pattern, then coupling area is precisely formed in the

conductive pattern of the corresponding substrate.

Referring to Figure 1 which is showing an exploded assembly view of a radio frequency identification

tag 14 that includes a radio frequency identification circuit chip ("circuit chip") 12, secured to an antenna

1 0. The antenna may be forming the basis for a portion of a personal identification badge, a certificate, a

freight bill, a tag, a package container (such as a box, or an envelop), or forming part of them. As can be

understood, antenna 10 may also be forming the basis for a radio frequency identification tag circuit chip

assembly (i.e., substrate and conductive pattern), such as described in an above mentioned US patent,

entitled "Radio frequency identification tag with an article integrated antenna) that is not departing from

the scope of this invention. As can be seen, the antenna 10 includes a conductive pattern 22 arranged on

the substrate 16.

Continuing to refer to Figure 1, substrate 16 may be paper, plastic (including polyester or moralized

polyester material), synthetic paper, reinforced paper, card (-board), synthetic paper coated card (-board)

and selected products for special applications. Substrate 16 includes a first surface 18 and a second

surface 20. Forming on the first surface 18 is a conductive pattern 22 that is including a first antenna

element 24 and a second antenna element 26. Each of the first antenna element 24 and the second

antenna element 26 is a conductive material bonded to or formed on the substrate 16. Most preferably,

each of the first antenna 24 and the second antenna 26 is formed by printing using a proper printable

conductive medium. For example, when printing on paper and/or card (-board), carbon/graphite base

inks may be used to form an effective pattern 22. Synthetic or coated papers may also be used; however,

the cost is higher. For printing on plastic materials, especially, silver or other precious metal inks may be

used; however, such selection is rather limited due to a higher material cost. The conductive pattern 22

shown is in a H shape, it is suitable for electrostatic application. It should be understood that other

printable patterns that are more suitable for inductive coupling, are within the scope of this invention.

The first coupling area 28 is used to form the first antenna element 24, and the second coupling area 30 is

used to form the second antenna element 26. The first coupling area 28 and the second coupling area are

usually extending towards a slit 31 at center of the H shaped pattern formed on the substrate 16; they are

separated by the said slit.

Referring to Figures 1 and 2, conductive soldering pad 38 and conductive soldering pad 40, designed

to couple to conductive pattern 22, are formed on circuit chip 12. As shown in the figures, the

conductive soldering pad 38 and conductive soldering pad 40 are "raised" ("bumped") soldering pads.

Namely, they are protruded outward from the bottom surface 32 of the circuit chip 12. This is opposite

to "surface" soldering pads; surface soldering pads are basically formed in the common plane with the

bottom surface of 32 of the circuit chip. When secured to antenna 10, the conductive soldering pad 38 is

connected to the first coupling area 28, while conductive soldering pad 40 is connected to the second

coupling area 30. As shown in Figure 2, a conductive adhesive layer 34, and a conductive adhesive layer

36 are set up, between conductive solder pad 38 and the first coupling area 28, conductive solder pad 40

and the second coupling area 30, respectively, providing electrical connection and bonding the circuit chip



12 to the antenna 10. In a preferred application example of this invention, an isotropic adhesive is used

and is precisely applied to either one of the circuit chip or the antenna 10. In another fashion, anisotropic

adhesive may also be used, but it is more expensive. It should also be noted that there is no preference in

using the bumped soldering pad; but bumped soldering pad surface (flat) soldering pad or recessed

soldering pad (i.e., the formed soldering pad is recessed into the outer surface of the circuit chip 12) may

all be used; its selection is based on cost and specific application. In the read/write application example,

the circuit chip 12 may be convenient prepared by using a TEMIC e5550 (available from TEMIC North

America Inc., Basking Ridge, N. J.) chip. In the read only application example, an Indala 1341 circuit

chip may be used (available from Motorola Indala Corp., San Jose, California).

A preferred anisotropic adhesive may be a 3M 9703 adhesive available from 3M Co., Ltd. The

preferred adhesive is anisotropic, in which it only conduct electricity in the Z or vertical direction (Figure

2). The said adhesive is prepared from an adhesive base containing small metal coated micro spheres,

allowing the adhesive layer to have electrical contact from the upper surface to the bottom surface.

While in the X and Y directions, namely, in the plane of the adhesive layer, it is not forming electrical

contact. Therefore, adhesive may be applied over the entire layer without shorting out the adjacent

conductor lines. A preferred isotropic adhesive is No. 8103, available from Adhesives Research, Inc..

To be conducive to the understanding of this invention, refer to Figure 3; which is showing an antenna

10' in an intermediate processing stage. Antenna 10' is representing antenna 10 in an intermediate

processing stage. For distinction, "primed" reference numbers are used to identify incompletely formed

elements that are in their intermediate processing stage. Referring to Figure 3, even use a very accurate

printing process, conductive pattern 22' will have distortion (deformation) in the X and Y directions with

respect to edges 42 and 44 of the substrate 16', respectively. Usually, the deformations are expressed as

+ x and + y, and is approximately in the order of 0.5 mm in each direction. In addition, referring to

Figure 4, peripheral 45 of conductive pattern 22' is not a sharp line, which is the result of non-uniform

drying, causing the peripheral 46 (? Only 45 is shown in Figure 3) to have a rough profile, a line with

"bleeding" from the conductive ink. The peripheral 46 (? 45) deformation in Figure 4 is expressed as + e,

which can reach as high as + 0.125 mm. The total deformation resulting from both the position variation

and bleeding can range as high as + 1.5 mm. The significance of this number is that because the circuit

chip 12 is only 1 mm square. Therefore, the deformation in the conductive pattern may be larger than

the circuit chip 12 itself. As a result, if is impossible to position the circuit 12 to the conduct pattern 22

use only edge 42 and edge 44 as references. Therefore, automatic attachment of the circuit chip 12

requires complicated and expensive imaging processing in order to place conductive partem accurately on

the substrate 16. Another option to the expensive image processing is manual attachment. Manual

attachment is time consuming and is unable to provide the repeatability of automated processing. Under

either condition, cost, quality, and process efficiency are greatly impacted.

Referring to Figure 5, antenna 10 is in a completed stage which is including forming a slit 31 on

substrate 16, separating the first coupling area 28 and the second coupling area 30. According to a

preferred application example of this invention, slit 3 1 is formed by punching out a portion of substrate 16,

at the center of the conductive pattern 22 relative to a substrate reference.



Referring to Figures 5 and 6, antenna 10' is positioned inside a fixture 100. Fixture 100 includes a

corner locator block 102 and an edge locator block 104 extending above base 106. Another approach for

positioning design may be using a pin locking hole/slot locator formed on the base substrate 16. The

corner locator block 102 is arranged to engage both edge 42 and edge 44, and is using edge 42 and edge

44 to provide a substrate reference. The edge locator block 104 is arranged to engage edge 44. Using

this approach, opposing edge 42 and edge 44 are used to establish a consistent and repeatable reference

for slit 31. As shown in Figure 6, a punch (head) 1 08 is also secured relative to the fixture 1 00. During

operation, antenna 10' is positioned with respect to the corner locator block 102 and the edge locator block

104 on the substrate 16. When punch 108 punches through the conductive pattern 22' and substrate 16'

and entering buttonhole slit 120, punch 108 engages the conductive pattern 22' and the substrate 16', and

punching out a plug 112. Thus, the slit 31 is accurately separating the first coupling area 28 and the

second coupling area 30. In addition, the first coupling area 28 and the second coupling area 30 are

accurately positioned with respect to edge 42 and edge 44, making simplified automated circuit chip 12

attachment possible. It can be expected that edge 46 of the first coupling area 28 and edge 48 of the

second coupling area 30 are formed within + 0.025 mm range from the edge 42 and the edge 44,

respectively.

When completing the radio frequency identification tag 14, according to a preferred application

example of this invention, the circuit chip element pick-and-place automated operation (not shown) may

be arranged to reference edge 42 and edge 44. Base on the said reference, circuit chip 12 may be

accurately positioned with respect to the first coupling area 28 and the second coupling area 30. It

should be further understood that a single manufacturing/assembly unit may be constructed. Such

assembly unit provides automated placement of substrate 16', prints conductive pattern 22' by using

proper print head, forming slit 31, as well as positioning circuit chip 12. However, according to the

preferred application examples of this invention, each of these operations may be accomplished by an

independent manufacturing/assembly unit; for example, accomplished in a production line fashion.

Throughout the entire process, accurate formation of the first coupling area 28 and the second coupling

area 30 with respect to substrate 16, as well as accurate placement of circuit chip 12 with respect to these

areas, are being maintained. This invention is advantageously providing distinctive manufacturing

flexibility.

Referring to Figure 7 which is showing another form of preferred application example of this

invention. An antenna 10' again representing the antenna 10 in its intermediate stage of processing.

For distinction, "primed" reference numbers are used to identify incompletely formed elements that are in

their intermediate.processing stage (as shown in Figure 3). As can be seen from Figure 7, punch 208 is

arranged to cut out (portion of) conductive circuit 22' and surface 1 8, and is pressing against substrate 16',

but not punching out a through hole in substrate 16'. Fixture 100 is constructed as described above, and

is including a corner locating block 102 and an edge locating block 104. The button hole slit 120 is

omitted. The punch 208 is pressed against the conductive pattern 22' and surface 18' at the demarcation

line separating the first coupling area 28' and the second coupling area 30'. Punch 208 is further



punching out a portion of the substrate 16' to create a notch 231 that is segregating the first coupling area

28 and the second coupling area 30. Again, obtain very accurate positioning of the first coupling area 28

and the second coupling area 30 with respect to the edge 42 and the edge 44; thus allowing automated

placement of circuit chip 12. In Figure 8, punch 308 is designed to have a cutter edge 330, in order to

better penetrate the conductive pattern 22' and surface 1 8, thus forming the notch 33 1 on the substrate 16.

Referring to Figure 9, when completing the radio frequency identification tag 114 according to a

preferred application example of this invention, the pick-and-place automated operation (not shown) for

the circuit chip may be arranged to reference the edge 42 and the edge 44. Based on the said reference,

the circuit chip 12 may be positioned accurately by using an adhesive 34 to connect conductive soldering

pad 38 to the first coupling area 28, and using an adhesive 36 to connect conductive soldering pad 40 to

the second coupling area 30. The first coupling area 28 and the second coupling area 30 are accurately

positioned and electrically insulated through notch 231 which is penetrating conductive pattern 22 and

surface 1 8 and into substrate 1 6.

Figure 10 is representing another preferred application example of this invention, in which an antenna

1 10 is formed from the antenna 10'. Antenna 10' is still representing the antenna 1 10 in an intermediate

processing stage.. For distinction, "primed" reference numbers are used to identify incompletely formed

elements that are in their intermediate processing stage (as shown in Figure 3). Fixture 400 includes a

corner locator block 402 and an edge locator block (not shown), extending above base 406. Another

approach for positioning design may be using a pin locking hole/slot locator formed on the base substrate

16'. The corner locator block 402 is arranged to engage both edges (shown as edge 142 in Figure 10) of

substrate 116; the edge locator block is designed to engage an edge of substrate 116 as described.

Forming/punch 408 is secured relative to the fixture 400 (? Only fixture 200 is shown in Figure 10).

Punch 408 is also include a punch head portion 410, which is designed to engage the conductive pattern

22' and the substrate 16' and shear off a plug 412 when it is penetrating through the conductive pattern 22'

and the substrate 16' and into the button hole slit 420. In this manner, it is forming slit 431 in the

substrate 16', segregating the coupling area 128 and the coupling area 130. In addition, the first coupling

area 128 and the second coupling area are precisely located with respect to the substrate 116, making it

possible to simplify automated attachment of circuit chip 1 12.

Punch 408 may be further designed to have a shoulder or forming portion 424. When the punch 408

is engaging substrate 16', local area 418 of the substrate 16' is being compressed and is forming a shape

basically corresponding to shoulder 424. In this manner, it is forming an indented groove 416 near the

slit 431 in the substrate 116; the first coupling area 128 and the second coupling area 130 are extending

into the indented groove 130.

Referring to Figure 11, a radio frequency identification 414 is assembled using an antenna 110.

According to a preferred application example of this invention, the circuit chip element pick-and-place

automated operation (not shown) may be arranged to reference an edge (edge 142 as shown in Figure 11)

of the substrate 1 16. Based on the said reference, the circuit chip 112 may be positioned accurately by



using an adhesive 134 to connect conductive soldering pad 138 to the first coupling area 128, and by using

an adhesive 136 to connect conductive soldering pad 140 to the second coupling area 130. The first

coupling area 128 and the second coupling area 130 are accurately positioned and segregated through slit

43 1 which is penetrating the conductive pattern 122 and the substrate 116. In this manner, the circuit 112

is coupled to each of the first antenna element 124 and the second antenna element 126 arranged on the

surface 118 of the substrate 116. In addition, the circuit chip 112 is maintained below the surface 118,

thus reduce the chance of substrate to move during the application of the radio frequency identification tag

414. It should also be understood that filler material and/or cap may be placed on top of the circuit chip

112, thus providing further protection.

All in all, referring to Figure 1 again, the radio frequency identification tag 14 includes a radio

frequency identification tag circuit chip 12, secured to an antenna 10. The said antenna includes a first

antenna element 24 and a second antenna element 26 forming on the surface 1 8 of the substrate 16. The

first antenna element and the second antenna element are separated and precisely positioned by a slit 3

1

formed in the substrate.

Referring to Figure 7 and Figure 8, another preferred application example of the antenna 10 includes

forming a first antenna element 24 and a second antenna element 26 on surface 1 8 of a substrate 16. The

first antenna element and the second antenna are accurately positioned and segregated through notches

231 and 331, which are penetrating through the said surface and partially extended into substrate, as

described in Figure 7 and Figure 8.

Referring to Figure 9, a radio frequency identification 214, includes a radio frequency identification

tag circuit chip 12, is secured to an antenna 10. The antenna includes a first antenna element 24 and a

second antenna element 26 forming on the surface 18 of the substrate 16; and the first antenna element

and the second antenna element are separated and precisely positioned by a notch 31 formed in the

substrate.

In yet another preferred application example of this invention, referring to Figure 10, antenna 1 10 is

including formation of a first antenna element 124 and a second antenna element 126 on surface 118 of

substrate 116. The said substrate includes an indented groove 416 formed on the substrate. A first

antenna element includes a first coupling area 128, while a second antenna includes a second coupling

area 130. The first coupling area and the second coupling area are extending into the indented groove,

and are separated and precisely positioned by a slit 43 1 formed in the indented groove.

Referring to Figure 11, a radio frequency identification tag 414, includes a radio frequency

identification tag circuit chip 1 12, is secured to an antenna 110. The said antenna includes a first antenna

element 124 and a second antenna element 126 forming on the surface 1 1 8 of the substrate 1 1 6. Antenna

110 also includes an indented groove 416 formed on the substrate 116; and the first coupling area 128 and

the second coupling area 130 are extending into the indented groove, and are separated and precisely

positioned by a slit 43 1 formed in the indented groove. The radio frequency identification tag circuit



chip is secured in the indented groove, and is coupled to the first coupling area and the second coupling

area. Through the first coupling area and the second coupling area, the radio frequency identification tag

circuit chip is coupled to the first antenna element and the second antenna element.

According to a preferred method for preparing radio frequency identification tag, a substrate is

provided with a surface. Conductive partem is printed on the said surface, and a slit is formed on the

said substrate with respect to a reference; the slit separate the conductive pattern into a first antenna

element and a second antenna element. A radio frequency identification tag circuit chip is secured on the

substrate and is connected to the first antenna element and the second antenna element. The method may

also provide a notch and/or an indented groove on the substrate.

Now, certain advantages of this invention will be discussed here:

The limitations on controlling printed antenna dimension and position tolerance have prevented the

cost effective and performance enhancing technology from being used in a radio frequency identification

tag. This invention has overcome these tolerance limitations enable the use printed antenna technology.

At the same time reducing the cost of the radio frequency identification tag, its performance is

improved by using printed antenna with easily matched radio frequency identification tag circuit chip.

The manufacturing efficiency is improved through this invention, in which the radio frequency

identification tag circuit chip is rapidly and precisely secured and coupled to the radio frequency

identification tag antenna.

This invention allows a single unit or multiple units manufacturing approaches; using commonly used

pick-and-place automated chip placement operation to manufacture radio frequency identification tag.

There are many other changes and modifications which are not departing from the scope and spirit of

this invention. The above discussions touch upon some of the scope of changes. Other scope of

changes will be apparent from the attached claims.
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5 11. -ft^JigltiiWSJ^W^, i»&&£WT&^:

12. 11 »t^«!l^%ffl^W^*^S^»I*-

2



* 9! ^

M Noel H. Eberhardt ^A^ 1998 ^6/39 BJl£ft$ii

ft "^W^p0n*^^^^^^W^^^" > ^SiB^

•f IND10149 fa#|^mhMltffl^J$iSM^$##Tt. i££5fc$

^^it^T?«J^[5l$tiJ:^^5fellB^^*ifW^o Ted Geiszler

#A^ 1995 ^ 10 11 0$l£6W#m^ 08/540813 ft

%T^^^Pffi^Mfl/^^^^W^^^" - ttSiB^ IND00701;

Victor Allen Vega^A Jfl998^2^27B$l^6<]*it^^^ 09/03 1 848

ft "*Jffl*«^ftiib*ThW^W*r«iiR»J^»iSa
w

. fts-Ef^

IND10153; Victor Allen Vega^A^ 1998 ^ 3 B 12 B$l£ftErUifff

^ 09/041480 ft "^^#^^^^€m^itft^^W»J^^" ,

f^SiB^-f - IND10146; l« Victor Allen Vega #A^ 1998 ^ 3 £ 20

B$!£#JE|3iiff-§-^ 09/045357 ft "AWW^Ife^&ftllW*^
, ftgiB^ IND10174; i&££5fc$iit£lfc3lfflft^#%»

(RF) fMg#&ft#Mlt$iR»J&& +& I&^&- ilft, fl^ffi**



rajs, mt, MffliRMummu&w&xtt*m5-t®<nM>—

10 is. ttmmm&&m, &m~mm, ^^m^Mmmm^m

^&/^H&###S'K Hilt, ^ffi^^vMS^J.

2



15 %{£&#ift^£&£;^+/-0.125 (mm) ft, &&%E&h$>i ±ft

20

30

3



m 6 &m 5 6-6 &-#&*mm*m&}-^

m 9 mmm i &)®,m®, &wmm*&®to%--^vt%i%ffiW'

® io &mim 6 &}®mm, &w&m*£*m&--^fo&%ifo

Mo

m ii &mm 2 ®mm®, im&m*Rwm%-^vtm%n

$W»J**«ife»Btf ( "fcfcBtf" ) 12, H££^& 10 ±0 ^ 10

mm&m® 1. g# 16 to^u 1*4 <fc££S§*n£M4fcM

MX 16&JS3g-^ffi 18^m-^ffi20„

mm 18 ±®%&®M 22 fcJ8S&-*&#7G 24 *]J&-?c£*7C 26c

!&^&*7G 24 ff»-^lfe^7C 26 W^ilS^^ft*^ 16

4



±M%%.mmj&o mn, i\ mm=.^m^7t 26 mm

pj^jt±tt, w^mmm7mj&^%.%kmM 22.

$S&-^£S#-7t; 24 ^ffl^-^^-E 30 m$,n-3it&%-7t 26o

£E 28 ^m~^K 30 fa3f^£g)t 16 ±M3t£ H T&ft'f'&to

10 &l£3i3£##&$3t6gffi*.

#11 1 ftg 2, £3fifg-£|lJ#%S7g 22 W^it^^^M 38

jfo^fc^-awTWteg&Btt 12. £ng#r^, f^^&38#i^&;)#&

40 £ ^S. BP, 12 tfjj&^ffi 32 inj^tb.

^3^¥ffi±o 10 ±Ht, & 38 te3£g£lJ3l-f8£-

mm 34 w^&msmm 36 38 28

zmm$%m& 40 ^^-^^e 30 zm. nm%&&#ft&®fcx
20 12 Jte^-iij^ 10 ± 0 &*%wmvtm%mm*,

ffflMllttllQtlSSK^ 12 10 ^l-^W#±o

fl&^&itt^imS1
, MWl£fflft&:lf&> ^ffi'J?^:^IH]M'JfS

(IP, J^$fa^fc^&IH]&£te8&S# 12 tfj*h3tffiF*3) ,

25 $#|Ql#£mJM&# 0 £i£/^£$^J^ fcft&tf 12 RllUSTEMIC

e5550 feg&Stf < rTUJLM TEMIC NORTH AMERICA Basking

Ridge, New Jerswy #«#J$o £&i££ifi0J*W Mffl

Indalal341 ( rHU^ MOTOROLA INDALA £W] , San Jose,

California °

30

5



ttM&foimi^mpmjA 3M A^mnto 3m 9703

ft&^&fal^tti££ftj^#8103 pJUJIM. ADHESIVES RESEARCH

^^fii^t^, 0mm 3, .^ta^ss \Q'nt&*®&mM

10 to 10 te^fg)«s. mmmp^m^

31 mm-m^E 2v$i%-ffi£K 30'&w&®k

15

s 3 &im75&mx w±.%$L^m% 22'W3:ft«&^.

&ft%mffittmx lvtt&m 42 44 fa x » y s
20 ^$^^»J^^^+/-XfO+/-Y, £§<t#lR]>&:fc^ 0.5mm £

*h #fj 4, 45 ^£BjMltt*£, E^^^HS

46 tft&MftB 4 pJW^:giJ+/-0.125mmo

S$itfO)#^M#/£!£^W^^^PrWi^ii+/-1.5mm ifcSo jlfcffc^tfjJt

25 gft^S^fcft&tf 1mm JM.

fc&fcti 12. 42 *Bi4& 44 12 £

\>mw%®%> 22 nmrnmrn^m^ i6_t. sum

30 &$&%}&mMx?:n%&* &&®-^timj. msmi
6



ttSSHS^E 28 ^m-^^E 30 ScfiR*«!8Wttj&^Jt«l.

§11$ 31 mft£ffltt£tfSmA*)^feS7& 22 ft'f'&fl'flEBiStt 16

#MS 5 *flg 6, 10'£&2E^A 100 100

102 ^Jii^^^ 104, 2£#£g$ 106 ±o £-^5£&<j£

ft#it^UH£ffl7M£SJt i6±W^n»^?L/»€&*. A£&4fe 102

42 *Pi&£ 44 42 *P34& 44 H^S
#S?£o 104 44 pfc-£. *I*t&

& 42 SJii^ 44 H£7^$§il$ 31 £Kj-gc£Kj. iTMftjgm. S 6

ffitfs, 108 100 mfeo 10'ffi

*tg& 106 ±#j3i£ft& 102 *Pi&»£ft4fe 104 %W*k 108 3?

W'tfJUffiAfcHiaiBI 120 Bt, 108 nfi<£#

22'ws>t i6'M+3»«-F*^ n2o &nmm 31 «ai«jg-

*R£E 28 flU-JUteE 30 PR*. »-*^E 28 ang-Ute

fx 30 42 *Pi£& 44 ^RTt&ffiftfcft&tf 12 fi^ §

nI^^»J^^^3i^ 42 44 £+/-0.025mm

mTtn^m-mw^mw^m^uMmm^ 42 *p&£ 44 ia^

fc&ft>t 12 RmffiX*£-*teE 28 »si-*^

E 30 flfttS-a. B^ft-ft^M* RTW«J«*-fl<lft!lj£/ffl«E7C#.

ait^^TU^^^S^^SSJn 16', ^Jfflil^WJrEP^^fiS'J^^S

7B22', Jgft£IK31, 12c SEJR*£E«Hftfc

7



#12. *Si!li^Ji6fi«T«!litttll3fi55l«tt.

#11 7, $t**&W%--+tttoijt&&mw. ^ lO'Wfl;

5 tt**$ft 10 W + IUftfliiBfra. ftlOWM^^ffl^*^«E

(*qH3 0fjjO o &®7#rJE, ^^208

&flM##»T^*S^ 22'ff^ffi 18 #J.#fffiS,t 16'-£P#M*7&$

Sit 16'*[ft3i?Lo 100 &±&$$, ^J.fe»Afe^4fc 102 m
104o <£lfc7fcBI&l® 120. ft*k 208 ^m-^^E 28'*P

10 H-$f-£E 30'##f£&±Pi§£#fe@7& 22'*Q3tM 18',

m^^m3 2rm^m is. 20s a-ma^tf i6'w-ap^» w

a^^PHWB-tt'&E 28 lOf-^E 30 £ft$P 23U

28 SHIr^E 30 42 44 ^*fiil#j£&,

*jfc>fcTfr£^£g%Sfr&tf 12. 8 308 M^it^^WZI

15 330, WH#»JA#%S^ 22'fl^M 18, W^Z&SJt 16 ±
tfj«fcP331.

&Jg#JK9 9, S^SfiR*S530t3&$JfiWW#«liR»J^» 114

%»s#7c#»«-a:ass(iift^ c*^tti> wars* i6

20 m&*k 42 *n&*£ 44 mft&w (S9^^a^42) . *

ttEtf 12 RT!U*lfflaia»^J 34 38 %^«5J^-«^
E 28 ^ilfti^J 36 40 fegglJU-^E 30 W*S$

Jj|-^E 28 ^P^-^^E 30 M3?££4|Efeg^ 22MM 18

&Ag)t 16 £K]$P 231 H^^^^fe^^c
25

® io ^#£BJ3-^ffi&£M#J > /B^FM^gS io'Mi$.^m

no. ^ io"05^^^ no ^m^j^is, m%mn,

=M00 402 *nii&j£&ife (*^tB) ®#KI*iS 406±.

30 3-^^£&i&it^$ffl^$£S>T- 16'±^J#^^?L/^^^

8



Mfe&ik 402 &£}*$nS£gtf 116 mm^ttLm OE® 10

ii^ 142) , &&fe&&&ffi®ftfotiLWfi&vi&GmK 116 ft-^ii

/M/#^4O8&M*@#£JUOO0£ O tfSUOS&S-^WMJ
# 410, ®mtj&% rz%i±%%®K 22'mmx \6'#M.&Ammm

5 420 Bt, Pi^-^*S^ 22'*0Stf 16'^4"I^~F^ 412o Wltt^,

16'±^^l§t 431 128 *P«£E 130 PffA.

H-f^E 128 flSfSzHS^E 130 ^g^SM- 116 ff$£&, WpIb^

10 fttk 408 a-^M^if^^jilfP^^M^^ 424o %tt>*k 408

nj^gtf 16'B*. g# 418 &ffi*f§#.&?«S#±*]-&

/Sift 424 6^>|* 0 ^jfc3f:£,£S>t 116 ±*llf 431 Wti£7Miy]*£416,

Ig-^E 128$lB-^^E 130®#HJlH]tirto

15 #n§ ii, $j^*s iiog&£i*#m»jt*£4i4. &m*n*m

^#ISit 116 ftftifc ii 4'0r^fflfc& 142) o *

ii2 pj^^jfflaai^ify 134 ns fc&gfuss-^s

£IS 128> Jlili^^J 136^^%jfS 140 ^^Jijm-^^E 130

20 ffl«H»£&. HHSteE 128 jfD$&-fc£E 130 ffiM£ft#-§iift

mW%vt%&®%> 122 116M&IS431 ffiSPBffiJf. lUjik^^,

E&i&fttf 112 $li=r£iJ£g£gJt 116 3gffi 118 ±£fll&-^fe#L7G 124

fpm-^^#-7n 126 mn^±. muw&^m us

&&&'j>to&m%ffiTRMfc& 414 auiuMStt 116 %Th®eim

25 ft, ^^^ip/pgM^Rrw^g^*^^^ 112 ±2f,

fes&fttf 12, m^.^mio± 0 &Km&ftBf&#mft \e ®m® is

30 ±MS&-^£S#-7G 24 ^Q^-^^^7C 26 0 IS-^#-7^31-^

9



#fias 7 mm s, ^ 10 w^-^^w^^Jfi^J^^^
£gjt 16 18 ±W£-*t&47G 24 *nS&-^$l#70 26o

m 7 AS 8 fi<j4ftP 231 ft 331 Pi^lO^Ro

B^a^ss 10 ± 0 i^^i^f^iit 16 mmw is ±^m-^
10 m&jt 24 26, Mm-7^#-7uftJg-7^#-7tEfe^

Mit^WP 31 PM#f»$£fto

^^SWWX-^ttift**^^. #JKB 10, 110

^s>t- 116 118 ±ki&-^#.7g 124 m%~nm%-7t i26 0

15 «*^«^*fi«^«E«S>t±ttlHHf 416o »-^&#.7Cfc©

HHR^E 128 M»-^^7Cfi»»-*-&E 130o

»-*R^ES#5JlHIfllrt^SS»J««l!il«[rtW«» 431 M*n»a

20 #J1B 11, M®iR^lJ^414^^iR»J^^%^^>T' 112,

SfcaE^a 110 ±. B^ftfcfgJIMa*EStf 116 6«® us ±^m-
^^#.76 124 mm-^mz-Tt 1260 ^ no &&iS7«£^>t 116

rttolM 416, ilS^E 128 ^P^Zl^^E 130 E#5'JMl*I

431 mnmnmfe®.* %mmm&^&

30 $£ffi±ep«fl#%ffl7B. »S«3l^±fflxd-*M-**^«SI».
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™J 16'
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116

200
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414
122 S
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